The Icelandic sagas are a major source of information on the Vikings and their fighting prowess. In these stories, several mysterious pole-weapons appear, which are often called "halberds", for lack of a better word. In order to better identify what these weapons could have been, and to provide a better understanding of how the sagas relate to the Viking-age events they describe, we confront textual and archaeological evidence for several of these weapons (the höggspjót, the atgeirr, the kesja, the krókspjót, the bryntroll and the fleinn), keeping in mind the contextualisation of their appearances in sagas. The description of the use of each weapon allows to pick several candidates likely to correspond to the studied word. Without a perfect knowledge of what context the authors of the sagas wanted to describe, it appears to be impossible to give a final answer. However, we show that some specific types of spears are good candidates for some of the studied weapons.
I. INTRODUCTION

I.1. Context
Vikings, their weapons and fighting prowess have fascinated people and raised a great interest since the 19 th century, with the rise of romantic nationalism. Among the major sources that stimulate the imagination about these Scandinavian warriors are the Icelandic sagas, which tell the tales of many Viking-age heroes.
Among the weapons used by these Norsemen to achieve glory and bloodshed, some are very common, like the sword, axe or spear. But some weapons are much rarer, appearing only a few times in the sagas, and have names of unclear meaning in Old Icelandic (Old Norse). For lack of a better word, their names are often rendered as "halberd" or "bill", in literary translations of the sagas. For pole-weapons of an unknown nature, it can be a good option to put them under such umbrella terms, which in later medieval times referred to weapons with a huge variety of shapes.
However, is there any ground to compare e.g. a kesja or an atgeirr to what later became known as a halberd ( Fig. 1)? It seems that the path of thought followed by most translators is the following: if a poleweapon is not a spear, and is able to cut and thrust, it means that it has a complicated shape, which makes it akin to a halberd. Others are more conservative, and assume that the shape of that weapon cannot be as complex as a halberd, and settle for something simpler, like a bill (or glaive). At best, intertextual studies relate these weapons to one another 1 or to other European weapons 2 . However, in these translations and comparisons, there is no sign of research into the archaeological evidence and martial arts of the time, and there is a general agreement on the fact that we don't really know what Viking-age "halberds" were, maybe because they were so rare that not a single specimen survived to our day.
Figure 1: Examples of European halberds (to scale) from about 1400 to 1500, based on examples of the Metropolitan Museum (New York).
Our goal is to do this archaeological and martial research, to try and provide viable archaeological candidates for these unknown weapons, and a better understanding of the way they might have been wielded.
I.2. Methodology
The goal of our study is to compare the description that is made of these pole-weapons in the sagas with archaeological and pictorial evidences, in order to identify what kind of weapon was designated by a given word.
To do this comparison, there is a major caveat that has to be taken into account, namely the literary context of the sagas. The sagas describe events that happened in the Viking Age, between the 9 th and the 11 th century. However, the texts were not written down until the 13 th century, some of the latest sagas being even dated to the early 14 th century. Even if many sagas refer to historical characters and events, they are by no means history books, but rather literary works. Therefore, one does not expect them to give a realistic account of what happened -it is likely that instead, the authors distorted the facts to enhance the legendary or heroic nature of their protagonists. For example, elements of magic can be present in sagas which mention undoubtedly historical characters. It is also unlikely that the authors referred properly to 300-year old weapons: as it can be seen in paintings and manuscripts throughout all of the Middle-Ages (and, to some extent, in later periods as well), ancient characters are often wearing clothes, equipment and weapons that are either contemporary to the artist, or at most a few decades outdated which was deemed enough to give the impression of a time long past 3 . Besides, the authors of the sagas are not expected to be experts on military topics. They might therefore be misusing the names of the weapons, either involuntarily, by simple ignorance, or voluntarily, to embellish their text at the cost of technical accuracy.
When studying the descriptions of the weapons and their uses in the sagas, we must be careful with three things:
• the setting of the saga might be quite historically accurate for the Viking Age, or it can be contemporary to the author, and correspond to anywhere between the 10 th and the 13 th century.
• the related feats of arms can describe a realistic way of using the weapon, which the author can have heard (in the case of Viking-age weapons) or seen by himself (for 13th-century weapons), or it can be a literary overstatement that should be taken with a pinch of salt.
• the names of the weapons can sometimes by voluntarily or involuntarily misused by the authors. Since this last point is virtually impossible to verify, we will have to carefully check whether the various accounts on a given weapon are consistent with one another.
To carry out our study, we use an extensive list of references to weapons, armour and combat in the Sagas of Icelanders 4 to find the occurrences of the names of the studied weapons: the höggspjót, the atgeirr, the kesja, the krókspjót, the bryntroll and the fleinn. This database is constructed thanks to the full text of the Icelandic Sagas 5 , and their full translation in English by Viðar Hreinsson and Katrina C. Attwood 6 . The search in the database is carried out according to the Icelandic text, since the English translation can be somewhat inconsistent, and the weapons that we study can be found under the names of "halberd", "thrusting spear", "spear", "bill", "double-bitted axe" or "pike". The identified sections of the sagas are cross-checked with their (Old) Icelandic and English versions, when available, in an online database 7 .
For each weapon, we start by narrowing down our search for archaeological candidates by explaining the meaning of the name and its etymology. After that, we make an extensive list of the appearances of its name in the sagas of Icelanders. Then, we classify these occurrences based on the way the weapon is described or used, and try to use these statistics to compare the weapon with the archaeological artefacts or with the knowledge about later pole-weapons.
We then list the possible archaeological candidates for the weapon from the Viking Age to the 13 th century, and, comparing these candidates to the descriptions in the sagas and the literary context, we try to find the most likely type of object corresponding to the weapon's name. The verb höggva means "to strike, to smite" 10 . With a weapon or tool, it takes the meaning "to cut", hence the term höggvapn (cutting weapon, as opposed to a thrusting weaponlagvapn) 11 . It is worth noting that it is the verb used when cutting down a tree (höggva upp tré) 12 , or when using an axe. The "cut" implied by this verb is therefore about chopping, not slicing.
We have the impression of a weapon being closely related to a spear, but still being able to chop like an axe. Given this etymology, we will use the translation "hewing spear" for this weapon.
II.1.2. Appearance in sagas
The höggspjót appears sporadically in various sagas. Unfortunately, this corpus is quite small, and not very specific about the shape or the use of the weapon: 8 We use the standardized orthography for Old Norse, with ö designating the long open [ɔ] sound, often also written ǫ. 9 Cleasby and Vigfusson, An Icelandic-English Dictionary. 10 Zoëga, A Concise Dictionary Of Old Icelandic.
11 Ibid. 12 Ibid.
• In Egils Saga (chapter 58), Egil is wielding a höggspjót in one hand, while carrying a shield in the other hand. The same weapon gets referred to as a spjót and a kesja 13 .
• In Gísla Saga (chapter 2), Gisli uses a höggspjót to cut through a shield and its bearer 14 .
• In Kormáks Saga (chapter 16), Bersi wields a höggspjót in one hand, and a parrying stick in the other hand 15 .
• In Króka-Refs Saga (chapter 3), Refs takes a "big" höggspjót, and later uses it as a throwing spear 16 .
• In Ljósvetninga Saga (chapter 12), Bjarni mentions his höggspjót. The same weapon is also referred to as a skaftamunur in Icelandic, translated as a "pike" 17 . The Old Norse form might have been *skaptamunr, meaning a "shafted thing", i.e. a pole-weapon. • In the same saga (chapter 19), Thorkel takes a höggspjót and wields it in two hands.
• In Víga-Glúms Saga (chapter 22), Glum is said to have a höggspjót, probably used in one hand.
• In Vopnfirðinga Saga (chapter 2), Svart makes a two-handed thrust with a "big" höggspjót 18 .
The weapon is several times referred to as being big. It might be an indicator that a höggspjót is larger than a common spear, but it might just as well signify that the weapon described in the text is big even for a höggspjót.
We can see that this weapon appears to be used in one hand (with a shield or a parrying stick) as well as in two hands. It is similar to the way a simple spear can be wielded, and implies a reasonable weight.
The weapon is used to thrust, but also seems to possess an impressive cutting power, being able to chop through shield and man. Here again, we have the confirmation of a chopping motion, since slicing would have been rather ineffective against a wooden shield. It is worth noticing that it is the narrow "tail" of the shield which is said to be cut through 19 , clearly implying a kite-shaped shield and a 13 th century context for Gísla Saga (Fig. 2b, Fig. 7a ).
13 Appendix 10, 11 and 12.
14 Appendix 15. (New York, Morgan Library, Ms. M. 638, f° 9v, 10v and 10r) .
II.2. Archaeological candidates
Given the name of the weapon, we focus our search for archaeological candidates on spears and spear-like pole-arms, and do not look at any kinds of axes.
II.2.1. Spears
Let us first focus on spears, i.e. thrust-centric pole-weapon with a sharp, symmetrical blade. In almost any era since the Bronze Age, it is possible to find spears that are able to cut: one just needs to make a spearhead large and broad enough.
If we look at the Viking Age, we can find numerous examples of such spears, which are usually large specimens of Petersen types B and C 20 . Such large winged spears became popular during the Migration Era among the Germanic people, and can be found in Scandinavia as well as in continental Europe ( Fig. 3 and 4 ).
These spearheads have blades broader than 5 cm, which is the typical breadth of a Vikingage sword. The curved shape of their blades makes them good slicing weapons, allowing them to turn a near-missed thrust into a deep cut. Their weight can reach from over 500 g (Fig. 3a) to almost 2 kg (Fig. 4a) . Combined with the leverage provided by a long shaft, this also gives to such spears the ability to chop powerfully.
Such spears can be found until the very end of the Viking Age; other types of broad and heavy spears retain these slicing and chopping capacities in later medieval times ( Fig. 6b and 6c). 
II.2.2. Glaives
Among other types of pole-weapons, the one with the closest shape and use to a spear is the glaive. If we describe a spear as a dagger on a pole, then a glaive would be a knife on a pole: single edged, and designed as much to cut as to thrust.
Examples of glaives start to be seen in the 13 th century -and would have therefore been contemporary to the authors of the sagas. Early examples of glaives appear in several folios of the anonymous Maciejowski Bible from ca. 1245 (Fig. 5) . The first kind of glaive (Fig. 5a , 5b) appears on folios 10r, 10v and 42r. It is something half-way between a huge falchion and a glaive. The blade is extremely large, and the shaft is sometimes very short. The second kind appears on folios 15r, 16v, 17r, 27v, 43r and 43v, and is the exact opposite, with long and thin shafts and small blades. Surprisingly, the blade is always backwards when the weapon is used on horseback, indicating that the horsemen did not use it for cutting.
It is reasonable to think that intermediate-sized glaives had started emerging by the same time. Fig. 6a depicts a later (15 th century) glaive, which would have such an intermediate size: a blade about 60 cm long on a ~2 m shaft.
II.3. Interpretation
An important hint to understand the nature of the studied weapons might come from later sources on combat with pole-weapons. Let us focus on the fact that the höggspjót can be used either two-handed, or one-handed with a parrying device (stick or shield) in the other hand. In later medieval and Renaissance fencing treatises, fighting with a pole-weapon and a shield is rarely described, but when it is the case, the weapon is always a spear, or a spear-like (symmetrical) weapon 22 . One could argue that the fencing treatises being often more duel than battleoriented, it is not surprising to see few mentions of typically battlefield weapons such as the bill, the glaive... and that the use of the shield is less needed in a duelling context. This would be true, but the fact that only spears (light or heavy) are used in conjunction with a shield is overwhelmingly supported by pictorial evidences. The one-handed use of a pole-weapon such as a glaive or a halberd is extremely rarely, if ever, represented in artwork.
The reason for this is mechanically quite simple: to deliver an effective cut, one needs to apply enough torque on the handle of the weapon -which would not be possible with the strength of a single wrist and the large leverage of a pole-weapon. Therefore, if used one-handed, a pole-weapon can only be used effectively to thrust or to slice (draw-cut) 23 .
The use of the höggspjót can be very well compared with the use of the partisan 24 : we have in both cases a heavy spear-like weapon with a cutting capacity, which can be used two-handed or with a shield. The length, width and weight of partisans are also similar to the spears in Fig. 3 and 4.
It seems therefore reasonable to conclude that höggspjót is a word used to describe a large spear with a cutting capacity -as the name says it, a "hewing spear". Like any spear, it would be used mostly for thrusting, and could sometimes be used for slicing, be it oneor two-handed. Its specificity (and hence its name) compared to smaller spearheads would be its ability to chop (höggva) effectively when used two-handed. 25 . In earlier Germanic languages, gar and setgar rather designates a heavy spear (as opposed to a light javelin), while geirr is just a common name for any spear in Old Norse 26 . Therefore, we are encouraged to think of a weapon closely related to a spear -something long-shafted and thrust-oriented.
III
The main question is to know what special meaning the prefix at-is giving to this word.
A first interpretation is to see it as deriving from the Latin ad-, which would be used in this case as an intensive 27 . In this scope, atgeirr can be interpreted meaning a "very spear", an "excellent spear".
When comparing with other Old Norse words, we can also notice that the prefix at often gives a martial meaning to words.
It derives from the word at (f.): poet. collision, clash, fight 28 . We can find this martial meaning in many words such as atferð, atganga (and atgangr), athlaup, atlaga, atras, atreið, atróðr, atsókn, atvígi , which all mean "(go, ride, row to) attack", "(to) fight" 29 .
In this context, we can understand the word atgeirr as denoting a "battle spear" -as opposed to a light javelin or a hunting spear, it underlines the man-killing character of the weapon, which is depicted in Brennu-Njáls saga as almost having a blood-lust on its own. Last but not least, the word atgeirr was kept in use in the Icelandic language and took the meaning of a regular European halberd (Fig. 1) .
III.1.2. Appearance in sagas
The atgeirr appears in three different sagas: most prominently in Brennu-Njáls Saga, but also in the Laxdoela Saga and the Eyrbyggja Saga.
It is interesting to note that these three sagas are closely related. They all focus on events which historically happened around the same time (late 10th and early 11 th century), and feature several characters in common, among which the famous Snorri Goði. The three sagas were written in the mid to late 13 th century. Eyrbyggja Saga probably dates back to prior 1264 30 , Laxdoela Saga to about 1230 -1260 31 , and Brennu-Njáls Saga was probably first written between 1270 and 1290 32 .
It is likely that the (unknown) author of Eyrbyggja Saga knew the text of Laxdoela Saga, and that the author of Brennu-Njáls Saga knew the two previous ones. It is therefore possible that the author of Brennu-Njáls Saga chose from the weapons mentioned in the two older sagas the name he saw most fitting for the fearsome weapon that became central to Gunnar Hámundarson's story.
We therefore assume that the authors of the three sagas had the same weapon in mind when using the word atgeirr.
•
Brennu-Njáls saga
It is in this saga that the atgeirr achieved fame. The weapon's name is mentioned no less than 51 times, with about 69% of these appearances happening in the context of a fight or battle. The atgeirr of this saga is obviously a very special weapon. Save for its first appearance and a mention as "Gunnar's atgeirr", 49 times out of 51 is it mentioned in a definite form, as "the atgeirr" (atgeirinn) 33 . In contrast, even weapons as important as swords are often usually in an indefinite form (e.g. "Sigmund was girded with a sword" 34 ) unless they have a name or a special context attached to them. This proves how unique the atgeirr is. It is also explicitly mentioned as being a magical weapon. In the first two occurrences where the weapon (then belonging to Hallgrim) is mentioned (chapter 30), it is explained how it has been enchanted -one of its powers being a loud ringing of the blade foretelling killings 35 . Later in the saga, this prophetic ringing is mentioned again 30 (chapter 54), and in one occurrence, blood appears out of nowhere on the blade, as another sign of upcoming bloodshed (chapter 72).
• In the other sagas
The atgeirr appears also in one scene of each of the older sagas.
In Eyrbyggja Saga (chapter 26), it is mentioned three times in Svart's failed attempt to murder Snorri Goði. Each time, it is mentioned as a thrusting weapon.
In Laxdoela Saga (chapter 64), Hardbein thrusts an atgeirr through Thorstein's iron skullcap. This might show how powerful the weapon was, might be a literary exaggeration, or might be a realistic event of a spear made of good steel (a "very spear") cracking the iron of a poor quality skull-cap.
III.1.3. Use as a weapon
In none of the sagas is the atgeirr described. However, more information can be derived from the description of its use, in combat or otherwise.
Apart from using it in combat, Gunnar uses the atgeirr twice to vault himself onto his saddle (chapters 54 and 74). This is a good indicator of the geometry of the shaft.
To vault oneself high enough, there are two options. The first is to push downwards, ideally on a horizontal surface, if said surface is lower than shoulder-high -this would be possible by using e.g. the butt of a two-handed axe as the handle of a (tall) walking stick. The other option is to pull oneself up on a shaft higher than shoulder-high -this option matches more a shaft as long as a spear. Given our assumptions on the weapon, we keep the second option, and therefore conclude that Gunnar's atgeirr is as long-shafted as a (long) spear, meaning that the socket of the blade is at or above eye-level. Table 1 summarizes all the fighting moves related to an atgeirr in the three sagas.
The first element that we will derive from these statistics are the guards used for this weapon.
Quite often, the fights are short or unexpected and are not described in details, so that it is difficult to know how the protagonists are equipped, and therefore if the atgeirr is used in one or two hands (16 cases out of 39). In the cases were we can guess how the weapon is held, we see that it is almost as often used one-handed as two-handed (12 vs. 11 cases).
It is worth mentioning that in the case of a one-handed use, Gunnar is described either wielding the atgeirr and a shield, or the atgeirr in one hand and a sword in the other one. It even happens that these two configurations are described in the same fight, somewhat inconsistently, since it is unclear how the Gunnar could sheathe / unsheathe his sword or discard / grab his shield at such a pace (chapter 54). When holding the weapon one-handed, and assuming that it is wielded more or less like a spear, another question arises about the guard, since three possible positions are depicted in artwork throughout history for the one-handed spear: the overarm, underarm and couched guards (Fig. 7) . In two situations, we can guess what the guard of the protagonist is:
• when Gunnar shoots (thrusts or throws) the atgeirr through a enemy shield and its bearer in what seems to be a downward blow, we can guess the use of an overarm guard 41 , • when Gunnar lifts an impaled Egil on the atgeirr with a single arm (chapter 63): the scene is quite obviously a literary overstatement, magnifying Gunnar's strength, but this feat can be marginally reasonable if a pivot point is provided by the armpit to use the shaft of the weapon as a lever. The blow might have been delivered from a couched or underarm guard, and the lifting is done in the couched guard.
The second, and probably most important element that we can study is the kind of blows delivered by this weapon. We therefore disregard here the actions of parrying or simply holding the weapon, which leaves us with 29 actions out of 39. 36 Lifting an impaled opponent.
37 Thrusting or throwing?
38 Twisting the blade in the wound. 39 Holding, grabbing, raising, aiming… 40 Fighting, killing, running through. 41 Appendix 5. We notice first that it is unclear from the text whether the verb "shooting" (skjóta) designates the action of throwing or thrusting the weapon. This verb applies to archery (skjóta af boga shooting a bow 42 ), which could imply a meaning of throwing in the case of a pole-weapon, but it is also used for any quick forward motion (skjóta skildi fyrir sik to put a shield before oneself 43 ), so a thrust is a possible option too. In the case of the atgeirr, it seems that the weapon is immediately recovered and used again, which might prove a thrusting motion 44 . It is also consistent with the fact that a throw and a thrust from the overarm guard are basically the same motion.
Leaving aside the few occurrences where we are just told that the opponent is "killed", "run through" or receives his "death blow", etc. (5 cases out of 29), and the specific motions of twisting the blade (1 occurrence) and lifting the impaled opponent (4 occurrences), we can see that we are left with an overwhelming majority of thrusts. "Thrusting" and "shooting" occurs 17 times, whereas "cutting" only two times. Out of these two cuts, one is a cut through a spear shaft (chapter 79), and the other one is actually likely to be a cut made with a sword, since it occurs in a situation where Gunnar is fighting with the atgeirr in one hand and a sword in the other hand 45 . It is not obvious from the text whether the cut is made by the atgeirr or the sword, but the fight happens right after a scene where Gunnar describes a premonitory dream where he "cuts with his sword and thrusts with the atgeirr" (chapter 62). 42 Zoëga, A Concise Dictionary Of Old Icelandic. 43 Ibid. 44 e.g. Appendix 5. 45 Appendix 6. Therefore, if we limit ourselves to wounding blows that are described accurately, we end up with 100 % of thrusts.
III.2. Archaeological candidates
Given its uses in battle and the strongly spear-related name, the atgeirr might be the same kind of weapon as the höggspjót (see section II.2).
The atgeirr being almost exclusively used for thrusting, we could have assumed that the weapon could be any type of spear. However, the instance where the atgeirr manages to cut (höggva) through a spear shaft indicates that it must have had a substantial blade.
The lifting of impaled opponents also gives a hint about the geometry of the blade, which prevents the body from sliding down the shaft: either the spear must be quite broad, or, even better, it must have wings on the socket (Fig. 3) . Therefore, glaive blades do not make as good candidates as certain types of spears.
III.3. Interpretation
An important thing to note about Brennu-Njáls Saga is that it is very strongly set in a 13 th century context 46 . Apart from the details about customs and clothing, one of the most obvious indicators of this setting is the all-around presence of kite shields (Fig. 2b) . The same goes for Laxdoela Saga, with the mention of kite shields as well as an iron skull-cap, which is a type of helmet that appeared only in the 12 th century 47 . Therefore, the author might have had a 13 th century weapon in mind when writing about the atgeirr.
However, one has to keep in mind that in Brennu-Njáls Saga, the atgeirr is clearly a unique weapon, at least due to its magical properties. It is therefore likely that the shape of the atgeirr would be unusual as well: the weapon could be either foreign, or ancient -which would be consistent with the old Germanic origin of the word.
We must therefore consider three options: the atgeirr of Brennu-Njáls Saga might be a normal, 13th-century Icelandic weapon, given a special name to emphasize its uniqueness, or a foreign, unusual weapon, or an ancient weapon, that would be anachronistic in a 13 th century context.
The fact that an atgeirr is casually mentioned in other sagas would tend to rule out the hypothesis of a foreign weapon -one would expect the authors to dwell more on the description of such a rare weapon, like the author of Brennu-Njáls Saga does when the atgeirr is first mentioned in the hands of Hallgrim.
The atgeirr is therefore most likely a type of spear that was at least to some extent known to 13 th century Icelanders. And, even though it contradicts the later meaning of the word atgeirr as a regular halberd, and even though the supposed uniqueness of the atgeirr in 46 Sigurðsson, The Medieval Icelandic Saga and Oral Tradition, . 47 Nicolle, Knight of Outremer, 1187-1344, p. 51.
Brennu-Njáls Saga makes it difficult to give an assertive conclusion, the best option for the atgeirr of the sagas, given its use, would be a large hewing spear, most probably with wings.
IV. KESJA IV.1. Literary occurrences IV.1.1. Etymology The word kesja has the least obvious etymology. It is supposed to derive from (or share a common origin with) the Celtic (Gaulish) word gaesum, which means a javelin, or throwing spear. The word gaesum might also share a common origin with the word geirr -"spear" 48 .
Given the distance in space and time between 1 st century Gaul and 13 th century Iceland, we will only assume a vague relationship between the objects these two words designate, just like the words "javelin" and "gavelock" (iron bar or lever, in some modern English dialects 49 ), while sharing a common Germanic origin, ended up meaning quite different things, after centuries of linguistic evolution and semantic drift.
We will therefore only assume a kesja to be a shafted weapon, without any other specification.
IV.1.2. Appearance in sagas
As opposed to the other weapons studied here, the kesja appears almost exclusively in one saga, namely Egils Saga Skalla-Grímssonar. There is also a single occurrence of a kesja in Ljósvetninga Saga (in which Gudmund "plunges" it into Rindil, without other details chapter 20).
The appearances of the kesja in Egils Saga are extremely diverse, showing a large range of situations, uses, and we are even provided with a detailed description of the weapon. Egil is by far the character most often mentioned wielding a kesja, but he is not the only one.
• Four times, a kesja is mentioned as an element of the panoply of a warrior, usually consisting of a shield, a sword and a kesja (as well as a helmet and sometimes a mail shirt). In one case, the kesja belongs to Thorolf (chapter 53), in the other cases, to Egil. Sometimes Egil has the sword tied to the wrist instead of having it sheathed 50 .
• Egil breaks off the head of his kesja to pack it in a bundle with his other weapons (chapter 45). • Thorolf's kesja is described as being a brynþvari (chapter 53).
• Thorolf uses his kesja, here referred to as a spjót ("spear"), two handed, for cutting and thrusting (chapter 53). • Thorolf's kesja pierces a mail shirt (chapter 53). The impaled opponent is lifted on it and the weapon is stuck in the ground to keep him aloft. In the same sentence, the kesja is referred to as a spjót 51 .
• Thorolf is killed when many kesjur are drawn against him / thrust at him (chapter 54).
• Egil fights with his kesja in one or two hands.
• Egil and Berg-Önund throw kesjur at each other, the weapons are deflected by the shields or get stuck in it. The weapon is here again referred to as a spjót (chapter 58).
• Egil shoots (throws or thrusts?) his kesja through shield and man.
• Egil uses his kesja in a naval battle (chapter 70).
The description of Thorolf's kesja, referred to as a brynþvari ("mail-stick" or "mail-spear"), is very interesting. He had a kesja in his hand; the blade was two ells long, and forged to a four-edged point, but at its base the blade was broad. The socket was both long and thick. The shaft was not longer that what was needed to be able to grasp the socket with the hand, and was exceedingly thick. There was an iron spike in the socket, and the shaft was all bound with iron. Such spears were called brynþvarar. We can see that the weapon is rarely used for cutting, that it can be used in one or two hands (e.g. with the shield carried on the back), and from what is described, it is used both for thrusting and throwing -which is consistent with the fact that spjót ("spear") is used several times as a synonym for the weapon.
IV.1.3. Use as a weapon
The seldom use of cuts is, in turn, consistent with the fact that the weapon is once referred to as a höggspjót (Egils Saga, chapter 58).
IV.2. Archaeological candidates
As Table 2 shows, the kesja can be used in a variety of different ways, including throwing, thrusting, cutting... We could therefore assume the same candidates for the kesja as we did for the höggspjót and the atgeirr -which would be consistent with the hypothesis by Cleasby & Vigfusson 55 that the höggspjót, the kesja and the atgeirr would be the same thing.
However, a heavy hewing spear does not make a very good candidate for a throwing weapon 56 . Besides, the description of a kesja in chapter 53 of Egils Saga can provide us with several other archaeological candidates.
A first interpretation of this description is that the kesja has a long, sturdy point, with a broad blade at its base (an axe blade?) and another spike at the socket (a back spike?) -it would then look just like an early halberd (Fig. 1) .
Another interpretation is that of a spear blade with a narrow point that is flaring out quite significantly, perhaps like Fig. 3c or like the ox-tongue spear from Fig. 6c . The iron spike in the socket could then either be a crossbar, like one would have on a boar-spear (Fig.  11) , or, simply, the nail or rivet which is used to attach the socket of the kesja to the shaft. 54 Lifting an impaled opponent. Finally, the four-edged point of the kesja blade can be reminiscent of what was most likely called a brodd-spjót: "a spear ending in a four-edged point" 57, 58 . These brodd-spjót can have referred to slender, high-ridged spears (Fig. 8c ), or to even more specific mail-piercing blades, examples of which survive from the Vendel Age, one to three centuries before the Viking Age (Fig 8a and 8b) . If it was not for its size (less than 40 cm instead of two ells -about 98 cm!), the shape of the spearhead on Fig. 8b could have matched perfectly the description from the saga. 
IV.3. Interpretation
The interpretation of the kesja as something very similar to a later halberd is tempting, but we have to reject it for a number of reasons.
First and foremost, halberds like those on Fig. 1 did not start emerging before the very end of the 14 th century. Therefore, such weapons would have been unknown not only to the protagonists of the saga, set in the 9 th and 10 th centuries during the reigns of Harald 57 Zoëga, A Concise Dictionary Of Old Icelandic. 58 Falk, Altnordische Waffenkunden, p. 68.
Fairhair and Eirik Bloodaxe, but also to the author of the saga, writing it in the 13 th century.
For a 13 th century context, H. Falk suggests that the brynþvari might be a variant of bryntroll (see Sect. VI.1.), and would be a kind of double-bladed axe with a four-edged point on top 59 , which makes it akin to a halberd. However, another reason to discard the halberd as a viable candidate is the use of the kesja as a throwing weapon in conjugation with a shield -which seems quite a ridiculous way to use a halberd.
Finally, in the description in chapter 53, the head of the kesja is referred to as a fjöðr. The word fjöðr primarily means "feather" or "quill" 60 , but can also designate a spearheadobviously due to its feather-like shape. Therefore, this word is extremely unlikely to be used to describe something like a halberd or bill blade. It is also consistent with the fact that weapons called kesja are often also referred to as spears (spjót).
We are thus left with the option of different types of spears.
An indicator of the spears to look at is the historical setting of the saga. Unlike BrennuNjáls Saga, which mostly featured 13 th century elements, Egils Saga shows an attempt of the author to be more historically accurate about the period it is describing.
It can be seen from the shields appearing in the text: not a single kite shield is explicitly mentioned, moreover, Egil's panoply is indifferently described as consisting of a kesja, sword and shield, or a kesja, sword and buckler, or a höggspjót, sword and shield. Either we assume that Egil changes weapons (but that would be inconsistent with the author writing about his "customary weapons" 61 ), or we conclude that these different words can refer indifferently to the same objects. In that case, calling the same object a shield and a buckler can show that the author has in mind a round, centre-gripped shield, which would be a larger version of a 13 th century buckler (Fig. 9) . Besides, in chapter 53, the author insists on the fact that the warriors are all equipped with their "Norse shields and Norse weapons" 62 -as if to emphasize the contrast with the 13 th century weapons known to his readers. The fact that the fighters very rarely wear mail in the saga, even during pitched battles, is also an indicator of an older time period. 59 Falk, Altnordische Waffenkunden, p. 111. In that scope, later designs of weapons such as an ox-tongue spear, or a boar-spear with a crossbar being the "spike in the socket" are not necessarily the best candidates for the kesja.
An attempted reconstruction of Thorolf's kesja described in chapter 53 is presented on Fig. 10 . It has the four-edged point of the brodd-spjót, and a blade wide enough to act as a höggspjót -since Thorolf also uses it for cutting. The "spike in the socket" is represented as a simple nail, and the socket diameter, 4 cm, is indeed "exceedingly thick" for a spear. Overall, it looks a lot like an oversized specimen of the spear on Fig. 8b . This particular kesja gets referred to as a brynþvari. We understand that the description that was given is therefore not a description of any kesja, but of a specific type thereof. The question arises then to know what a kesja refers to in general.
The first option is that a kesja is a mail-piercing spear, a bit like the brodd-spjót. It might be, for example, that if the spear only has a four-edged (hollow-ground) point, it is a broddspjót (Fig. 8a, 8c ), but if its blade it widening, then it is a kesja (Fig. 8b, 10) . And if the said 63 Short, Viking shields.
kesja is unusually big, like the one described in chapter 53, then it is called a brynþvari. In that case, the kesja, if small enough, can be used one-handed, for thrusting or throwing, and, if big enough, it can be used to deliver two-handed cuts -which corresponds to all the descriptions of this weapon in combat. However, it would be strange to use the name "mail-spear" only for the giant version, while the smaller versions are also perfectly suitable to burst the rings of a mail shirt.
The other option is to go for a broader meaning of the word kesja, and this is suggested by the scene of Thorolf's death, killed by many kesjur. If the kesja were a special and unusual type of weapon (be it a halberd, a mail-piercing spear or anything else), it would be unlikely that many warriors among Thorolf's enemies would have this kind of weapon, unless they had a good reason for it. In the battle that Thorolf fought with his kesja (chapter 53), it is explicitly mentioned that he was not wearing mail. It is therefore most likely that he was not wearing mail either on the following day (chapter 54), when he was killed. Therefore, his opponents had no reason to use mail-piercing spears against him, and the weapons they used in great numbers to kill Thorolf were probably of common nature. We can therefore suggest that the word kesja is yet another word to designate a spear, just like spjót and geirr. The kesja, being just a spear, can then be, depending on the context, a throwing spear, a hewing spear, a mail-piercing spear...
We favour the interpretation where kesja is a rare word to designate a spear, a word that was liked by the author of Egils Saga but rarely used by others.
This hypothesis is consistent with the fact that the kesja appears numerous times in the Heimskringla by Snorri Sturluson, who is likely also be the author of Egils Saga 64 . This corpus should be studied as well in order to provide a better understanding.
V. KRÓKSPJÓT V.1. Literary occurrences
V.1.1. Etymology
The krókaspjót 65 or krókspjót 66 is yet another weapon deriving from a spear, as the name suggests.
It is a spear (spjót) which is characterized by its krókar. A krókr is a hook, or anything crooked 67 . It can also be the corner of a room, and it is suggested that a krókr could be a barb 68 , given its occurrence in the words krókspjót and krókör, which would then be a "barbed spear" and a "barbed arrow". The interpretation in e.g. favoured by Hjalmar Falk 69 , although he admits that barbed spears are much more common in the Iron Age (Vendel Age) than in the Viking Age and later times.
Another interpretation is that the krókar would in fact designate the "wings", or "lugs" 70 , which are often seen on the sockets of Migration era to Viking era Germanic spearheads, and survived in later medieval boar-spears either in the same "winged" shape, or as a crossbar (Fig. 11) . This makes sense if we consider the krókspjót as a "hooking spear" -and one of the primary functions of the wings on spearheads was to hook, be it to take away the shield of the opponent or to catch his spear shaft or limb. In that case, the "hooking arrow" (krókör) would be hooking flesh, and the "hooking spear" (krókspjót) would be hooking shields and spear shafts. The two main candidates for the krókspjót are therefore Viking Age winged spears (or 13 th century boar-spears) and barbed spears -we will try to distinguish between the two thanks to the sagas and the archaeological artefacts.
V.1.2. Appearance in texts
The krókspjót is referred to sporadically in various sagas, not necessarily linked to one another. The name of the weapon is inconsistently translated as a "spear", a "halberd", a "barbed spear", etc.
• In Bjarnar Saga Hítdaelakappa (chapter 18), Björn has a krókspjót in his hand, a shield at his side and a sword at his belt. The context of the saga is clearly from the 13 th century.
• In Egils Saga (chapter 86), an unnamed chieftain comes to the thing 71 carrying richly adorned equipment, consisting of a shield with golden decorations and an ornamented krókspjót with a gilt socket.
• In Fóstbraeðra Saga (chapter 2), Jöd makes a thrust with a krókspjót, which is also referred to as a spjót 72 . In the same saga, Snorri uses in two hands a large krókspjót (chapter 12). 68 Zoëga, A Concise Dictionary Of Old Icelandic. 69 Falk, Altnordische Waffenkunden, p. 69. 70 Short, Viking Spear. 71 The Þing (or thing) is the ancient Scandinavian form of legislative assembly.
72 Appendix 14.
• In Laxdoela Saga (chapter 21), Olaf has a high-status set of weapons, among which a decorated krókspjót, a shield and a sword at his belt. • In the same saga (chapter 37), Eldgrim, wearing mail, brandishes a krókspjót in one hand, while having a shield in the other hand and a sword at his belt.
• In Grettis saga (chapter 19), Gretti picks up old Kar's large krókspjót from the wall where it was hanging, and uses it in a two-handed thrust that is able to pierce two men, with the blade buried in their bodies up to the krókar.
• In Þórðar Saga Hreðu (chapter 7), Indridi is mentioned twice having a very large krókspjót in his hand, along with a red shield and a sword.
We see that the krókspjót are usually large (or, like in the case of the höggspjót, that the described weapons are big even for a krókspjót). They are most often used in one hand, with a shield, and are primarily thrusting weapons. It also seems unusual for a large spear not to have krókar: in Grettis Saga, we learn that Gretti has a large spear, with a silver inlaid socket, but with no krókar -which seems to be worth mentioning for the author 73 . Such a spear might have looked exactly like Fig. 3c .
In the case of the krókspjót, we can also look at an occurrence in a Scandinavian text unrelated to the Icelandic sagas. In the Norwegian Gulathing Law, written in the 13 th century, we can find the following statement 74 :
En þat er hit þriðia misvigi ef maðr er lostenn krocoro. aeða krocspiote. oc þarf at skera til.
which can translate as 75 :
The third [form of] dishonourable man-slaying is wounding a man with a barbed arrow or barbed spear, so that [the head] has to be cut out.
This text clearly draws a parallel between the vicious wounds inflicted by a krókör or krocoro ("barbed arrow") and a krocspiote. A similar situation is described with a barbed arrow in Fóstbraeðra saga (Flateyjarbók), when the arrow cannot be removed without damaging the surrounding flesh, because of the barbs.
V.2. Archaeological candidates
There are archaeological artefacts to support both the winged spear and the barbed spear hypothesis.
As mentioned, the winged spears, of Petersen types B, C and D 76 , were very common before, during and even after the Viking Age. larger specimens can be seen on Fig. 3 . During later Middle-Ages, it remained common for spears to have wings, lugs, hooks or crossbars, which served similar purposes as for Viking Age spears.
As for barbed spearheads, several artefacts survive as well from the Viking Age. Most of them are tanged spearheads (Petersen type L 77 ), as seen on Fig. 12a . An example of a socketed barbed spearhead has also been found in Birka, Sweden (Fig. 12b) , which bears a striking similarity to the earlier Germanic (Vendel Age) ango.
However, there is no evidence that these barbed spears where used as weapons of war, as it is attested for the ango. They were maybe fishing or whaling harpoons. Moreover, none of these barbed spears, be it tanged or socketed, could be described as large, decorated, gilt, etc. as mentioned in the sagas. After the Viking Age, barbed spears and javelins remained in use in Medieval Europe (probably due to the vicious wounds inflicted and to the hooking opportunities), shifting between tanged and socketed designs, and bearing one or two barbs 78 . It is therefore most likely that such weapons existed in the 13 th century, and were directly related to earlier and later barbed spears.
V.3. Interpretation
Given that neither the texts nor the archaeology can provide us with a unifying theory, our hypothesis is that of a semantic drift.
The studied texts date back to the 13 th century, while the studied families of weapons emerged as soon as in the 7 th century. After its colonization, Iceland remained linguistically quite isolated, while Norway got more and more links with the rest of Europe, so that the Norwegian language drifted more quickly from Old Norse than Icelandic did. In modern Norwegian, krok still means a hook (more specifically a fishing hook), but the meanings of krókspjót and krocspiote might have already diverged by the 13 th century.
77 Ibid., See, e.g., Die Blume des Kampfes (Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Cod. 10799), f° 190r. On the Icelandic side, we have the description of a weapon which is quite common, often quite large, and can be a high-status weapon, worthy of a chieftain or king, and which is often gilt or otherwise ornamented. We even learn that it is uncommon for large spears (obvious weapons of war) not to have krókar -not to be a krókspjót -which is in perfect agreement with the winged spears that can be found commonly before, during and after the Viking Age. The scene where Gretti pierces two men with a krókspjót up to the krókar is also very consistent with a winged spear, since a secondary use for the wings (or primary, in the case of a later boar-spear) was to prevent over-penetration of the blade in the body of the enemy.
On the Norwegian side, we have a description which matches perfectly a barbed spear, or harpoon, through the wounds it inflicts. None of the known barbed spears are large or ornamented, and it is difficult to imagine a harpoon (or even an ango) as a high-status symbol. Besides, the ango demonstrate that the main use of a barbed spear is as a throwing weapon, while the krókspjót in the sagas are mostly used for thrusting and are sometimes used two-handed.
We therefore come to the conclusion that, while etymologically close, the krókspjót mentioned in the sagas and the krocspiote appearing in the Gulathing Law designate different objects, the former being the characteristic Viking winged spear (Fig. 3) or, in a 13 th century context, a boar-spear, and the latter a barbed spear or harpoon.
VI. OTHER WEAPONS
VI.1. Bryntroll
The bryntroll (or bryntröll, although this spelling might be incorrect 79 ) is another weapon of unknown nature. It is suggested that it might refer to the same weapon as the brynþvari 80, 81 , which is a type of kesja (see IV.3).
Etymologically, a troll is "a monstrous, evil-disposed being" 82 . The word took the metaphorical meaning of anything fiendish, so that an X-troll would be "an enemy, a destroyer of X" 83 . In our case, the bryntroll is the enemy, the destroyer of the brynja -the byrnie, or mail shirt. This name might therefore be a kenning, a poetical metaphor characteristic of Nordic poetry, but kennings for weapons are far less common in sagas than is skaldic poetry. It is also worth underlining that the word bryntroll was kept in use in the Icelandic language and took the meaning of a regular European halberd (Fig. 1 ).
We therefore have the mention of a weapon the purpose of which is to destroy (or, at least, bypass) mail.
And this is exactly what the weapon does in the sagas:
• In Egils Saga, Kveldulf raises a bryntroll and cuts (höggva) at Hallvard (chapter 27). The cut goes through the helmet and into the head, burying the blade up to the shaft. The blade gets stuck in the skull, so that when tugging it back, Kveldulf swings Hallvard's body to the other side.
• In Harðar Saga Og Hólmverja (chapter 28), Hörd is wounded by a bryntroll.
• In Laxdoela Saga (chapter 37), Hrut owns a gold inlaid bryntroll, which is a royal gift. He uses it to kill Eldgrim from behind, by raising and "driving" (setja) the bryntroll between his shoulders, splitting the mail shirt. The bryntroll then "runs through the chest".
• In Valla-Ljóts Saga (chapter 2), Ljot owns an inlaid bryntroll. He carries it when he is in a good mood, as opposed to the sharp-horned axe he carries when in a killing mood. Ljot uses the bryntroll to keep attackers at bay during an ambush, and to deflect a spear thrown at him (chapter 8).
We can see that as opposed to the previously studied weapons, the bryntroll mostly cuts, and impressively so. Besides, it seems to be used two-handed, since no shield is mentioned in any of its appearances. And, given that the weapon is buried "up to the shaft" when delivering a cut, the blade must be mounted so that the shaft is behind the blade. We might therefore finally have something closer to a long-shafted axe -even more so that in Egils Saga and Laxdoela Saga, other weapons like the höggspjót, the atgeirr, the kesja and the krókspjót are mentioned, but never compared to the bryntroll.
However, the bryntroll is supposed to be contrasting with Ljóts sharp-horned axe. If we suppose this axe to look like a Danish axe or a later large battle axe (Fig. 13) , then the bryntroll must have had quite a different look. We must think then of another pole-weapon that is not a spear. Apart from various spears and axes, there is no evidence of other pole-weapons in the Viking Age, therefore, if the bryntroll is neither spear nor axe, it is either an unknown weapon (so rare that no archaeological artefact had survived to modern days), or it has to be an anachronistic weapon, known to the 13 th century authors, but posterior to the Viking Age. The hypothesis of a rare (or foreign, or later) weapon is favored by Hjalmar Falk 84 , who sees the bryntroll as a double-bladed axe or a twybill.
Given the feats the bryntroll achieves, a possible candidate among 13 th century weapons could also be a huge-bladed glaive or falchion (Fig. 5a, 5b) . This weapon is shown in one instance cutting in half a mail-clad knight, which is probably an exaggeration of the artist, but is by far the most impressive cut depicted in the whole Maciejowski Bible manuscript 85 . 84 Falk, Altnordische Waffenkunden, p. 111. 85 Anonymous, Maciejowski Bible, Ms. M. 638, ca. 1245, f° 10v.
However, in this case we are just guessing what a bryntroll might have looked like, and we can give no assertive conclusion on this weapon.
VI.2. Fleinn
The last weapon we will study here is the fleinn. This word seems to designate a poleweapon with a cutting and thrusting capacity.
The meaning of the word is unclear, because of its rarity. The Old Icelandic fleinn has an equivalent in Ancient Swedish with flán. The possible meanings of the word include "a bayonet-like pike", "the fluke of an anchor" or "a kind of shaft, a dart" (mostly for the Swedish counterpart) 86 .
If we venture out of the martial context, the interpretation as a "shaft" might be reinforced by the word flann-fluga ("a woman who runs away from her wedded husband") 87 . The male counterpart of flann-fluga is fuð-flogi ("a runaway from his betrothed bride"), which derives from the word fuð -"cunnus" 88 . Therefore, if the fuð-flogi is "fleeing the cunt", it makes sense to see the flann-fluga as being "fleeing the shaft".
If we leave aside the "bayonet-like pike" because it might narrow down our interpretation, we are left with a word designating something similar to a shaft (or fluke, or dart). This is coherent with the interpretation of Hjalmar Falk 89 , who sees the fleinn indifferently as a throwing spear or an arrow.
The fleinn appears only three times in the Icelandic Sagas. This rarity makes it even more difficult to obtain a statistical analysis of the contexts in which this weapon is mentioned.
In Brennu-Njáls Saga (chapter 30), Kolskegg throws a fleinn at Karli's ship 90 but it seems to refer here to the fluke of an anchor, or grapnel. In Grettis Saga (chapter 66), Gretti fights a giant who is said to be wielding a fleinn, described as a heftisax, a weapon with which he can cut and thrust. Finally, in Heiðarvíga Saga (chapter 33), in a situation where peace must be kept, the author uses the expression "no fleinn shall be reddened", referring broadly to all weapons. Assuming that a fleinn is always the same thing as a heftisax (literally, a "hafted sax") is probably a mistake, and the reason why the word was said to have the meaning of a "bayonet-like pike" 91 . The interpretation of the heftisax as a bayonet-like pike makes sense -one can imagine a sax being affixed to the end of a pole, providing a primitive glaive. This construction would even be reminiscent of the much later svärdstav, used by Swedish militias around the year 1500 92 -although assuming a lineage between the two weapons would be far-fetched.
In the sentence "no fleinn shall be reddened", the word also seems to be used as a generic name for weapons. It is unlikely that a word usually designating a very specific poleweapon would be used in this context. We might think that fleinn is then a rare synonym for vapn ("weapon"), but this takes us a bit too far, because we are losing the "shaft, fluke, dart" meaning of the word. A middle way is to point out the fact that the most common weapon on most of the battlefields from the Viking Age to the 13 th century was by far the spear (light or heavy, winged or not...). Saying "no spears shall be reddened" would probably sound to a 13 th century reader just as "no guns shall be fired" would sound to us -we don't need to know that throwing grenades and stabbing with bayonets is forbidden as well to understand the meaning of peace implied by the sentence.
In this scope, it seems reasonable to conclude that the word fleinn is simply yet another (rare) word to refer to a spear, or to a shafted weapon in general maybe including even light javelins and arrows.
VII. CONCLUSION
As we have shown, the rarer pole-weapons of the Icelandic Sagas should not be called "halberds" without a reason. Based on the correlations between the text, the artefacts and their uses in combat, we can propose a range of new interpretations for the weapons studied in the article:
• the höggspjót is simply a "hewing spear", and it corresponds to any large spear with a good cutting capacity. Such a spear would be used mostly for thrusting, but occasional slicing or chopping motion can be effective too, which makes it similar in its wielding to a later partisan.
• for the atgeirr, the translations "battle-spear" or "overspear" (to emphasize the uniqueness of the weapon) should be preferred to the word "halberd". Although it is not fully clear what archaeologically the atgeirr was, its geometry and use (prevalent thrusts and occasional cuts) show that it was probably a specimen (or subtype) of hewing spear. 91 Cleasby and Vigfusson, An Icelandic-English Dictionary. 92 Dolstein, Landskecht's diary, ca. 1502.
• the kesja appears in such a variety of situations that is probably refers to a broad category of objects as well, including throwing spears -hewing spears and mailpiercing spears -such as the brynþvari. It is most probably another word for "spear", but a rare one, of ancient origin. Translators might try to use obsolete English synonyms for "spear" to translate this word, like e.g. "gar".
• the krókspjót, in the context of the sagas, is most likely a "winged spear", rather than a "barbed spear" it refers to large-bladed, often ornate weapons, and the wings (krókar) can be used for hooking motions, as well as for avoiding a too deep penetration of the spear into the opponent's body.
• the bryntroll is the least understood weapon of all. It is predominantly a cutting pole-weapon, while being quite distinct from an axe. Any reader would understand that a "mail-troll" in fearsome weapon able to split a mail shirt, but further research on closely related names (brynfagð, brynþvari) in other texts would be needed to better grasp the nature of this pole-arm, which is in any case a post-Viking-age weapon.
• the fleinn seems to refer to the general concept of a shafted weapon, be it a spear, a javelin or an arrow. Depending on the context, it would be probably best rendered as simply a "spear", or a "pole-wepon", etc.
Further and better understanding of these weapons could be provided by an expanded literary study. An even larger corpus of Old Icelandic (Old Norse) texts dating from the Viking Age to the 13 th century -skaldic poetry, and sagas such as the King's Mirror (Heimskringla), the Sagas of Kings, the Legendary Sagas -could be analysed, and compared to texts in other languages about the same period (such as the Gesta Danorum by Saxo Grammaticus, Frankish and Anglo-Saxon chronicles, Arabic travel impressions, etc.). We would also benefit from a more systematic study of archaeological artefacts from the Viking Age to the 13 th century, which could provide a more complete classification of pole-weapons. However, this would be enough work for a thesis -in contrast, this short article was made possible only thanks to the fantastic preliminary work done by William R. Short 93 .
I would also like to thank Mrs. Katarina Nimmervoll and Mr. Gunnar Andersson from the Stockholm Historiska Museet for helping me with the archaeological part of my research.
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Allt lið þeirra hafði norraena skjöldu og allan norraenan herbúnað. Then he thrust the spear at the earl's chest, through the mail-shirt and the body, so that it came out between the shoulder blades. He lifted him on the kesja over his head, and stuck the spear-butt into the ground. Everyone saw that the earl died on the spear, both his men and his enemies.
Egils Saga, chapter 58:
Egill hafði vopn sín, þau er hann var vanur að hafa, hjálm og skjöld, gyrður sverði, höggspjót í hend.
Egil had his customary weapons, a helmet and shield, a sword at his girdle, a höggspjót in his hand.
Egils spjót kom á miðjan skjöldinn og gekk í gegnum langt upp á fjöðrina.
Egil's spear hit the middle of the shield and the whole length of the spear blade penetrated it.
Egill snerist í móti þeim; hann skaut kesjunni að Fróða og í gegnum skjöld hans og í brjóstið, svo að yddi um bakið.
Egil turned to face them; he shot his kesja at Frodi, through his shield and his chest, so that the point came out through his back.
Egils Saga, chapter 66:
Gekk Egill fram og hafði hjálm á höfði og skjöld fyrir sér og kesju í hendi, en sverðið Dragvandil festi hann við haegri hönd sér.
Egil came forward with a helmet on the head, a shield in front of him and a kesja in hand, and he had his sword Slicer tied to his right hand.
14. Fóstbraeðra Saga, chapter 2:
Jöður hafði krókaspjót í hendi. Hann snarar þá að Hávari og leggur spjóti í gegnum hann.
Jöd had a krókspjót in hand. He turned suddently to Havar and thrust the spear through him.
Gísla Saga, chapter 2:
Gísli hjó í móti með höggspjóti og af sporðinn skildinum og af honum fótinn.
Gisli struck back at him with his höggspjót, both through the tail of the shield, and through his leg.
16. Grettis Saga, chapter 48:
